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UNIQUE LOCKING SYSTEM

BEFORE AFTER
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SO QUICK. SO EASY 
NO WAITING FOR ENTERTAINING
Drawing from our many years of vinyl flooring expertise, the Camaro Loc collection features 

interlocking planks and tiles that eliminate the need for adhesion, therefore reducing installation 

time by half.  

This new range is designed specifically to fit in with your lifestyle, reducing disruption to today’s 

modern household whilst offering a range of different styles from traditional, authentic woods 

to fresh, contemporary stone tiles.

WHY LOC
We understand that you want to spend less time installing and more time enjoying 

your new floor, without compromising on your requirements in terms of style 

and durability.  

The Camaro Loc collection with its unique locking system includes a range of 

popular wood and stone designs influenced by today’s home interior trends, all 

accurately reproduced to create flooring that is both beautiful and practical for 

a wide range of internal spaces.    

To further enhance the authenticity of the Camaro Loc collection, each of 

the wood and stone designs come with a micro bevel effect on all four sides 

of the plank or tile, adding subtle depth and detailing to the overall appearance 

of the floor once laid. 

DESIGN & FUNCTION. LOCKED IN
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Sample your choice of flooring before you buy and try it out in your home for free. We provide 

complimentary product samples to ensure you find the exact product you are looking for. 

To order a free sample of any Camaro Loc colour, visit either www.polyflor.com or call the 

dedicated Polyflor Samples Hotline on +44 (0)161 767 2551. 

Share your experience

View even more inspirational interiors and post your own photographs online at.

@Polyflorltd

Facebook.com/Polyflorltd

blog.polyflorathome.com

polyflorathome



WOOD
Faithfully reproducing the detailing and natural beauty of wood planks, the realistic 

timber variations, grains and surface textures combined with accurately reproduced 

tones gives each plank in the Camaro Loc collection an authentic appearance.
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3429 SUMMER MAPLE

PLANK SIZE: 146 x 907mm

SUMMER MAPLE

This fresh, coastal inspired timber design of Summer Maple will give your 

home a warm and inviting atmosphere. The slimmer planks with their 

elongated flowing grains and sunny tones marry beautifully with sleek 

modern or homely decors.
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3431 APPLE TREE

PLANK SIZE: 146 x 907mm

APPLE TREE

The refined and sophisticated design of Apple Tree, with its warm honey 

tones and subtle grain patterns creates a calm and inviting backdrop for 

any interior décor scheme. Mix traditional florals with pastel shades or 

neon brights for a modern twist on a classic country cottage look.
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EVERGREEN OAK

3442 EVERGREEN OAK

PLANK SIZE: 177 x 1212mm

Creating a subtle effect, the understated wood grain of Evergreen Oak 

combined with pale golden hues and a smooth surface texture, provides 

an ideal backdrop for contemporary interiors combining authentic oak 

wood flooring with modern materials and textures.
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3443 BUTTERNUT OAK

PLANK SIZE: 177 x 1212mm

BUTTERNUT OAK

The warmth and character associated with natural oak planks is realised 

in the strength and clarity of Butternut Oak. This contemporary flooring 

design can be laid in traditionally styled interiors, or why not combine 

it with modern fixtures for a sophisticated effect.
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3432 RICH VALLEY OAK

PLANK SIZE: 146 x 907mm

RICH VALLEY OAK

Characterised by a variety of even honey tones, the traditional design of 

Rich Valley Oak will complement a variety of interior colour schemes, 

whilst bringing a touch of class to your home. The slimmer plank size is 

ideal for smaller rooms such as hallways.

Featured with Classic Yorkstone
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3439 HICKORY OAK

PLANK SIZE: 177 x 1212mm

HICKORY OAK

The distinctive knots and graining of rustic oak have been expertly 

captured in this Hickory Oak plank design. The understated elegance of 

this accomplished timber will offset strong statement furniture with ease, 

whilst appearing fresh and inviting.
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3446 VINTAGE TIMBER

VINTAGE TIMBER

PLANK SIZE: 146 x 907mm

Vintage Timber has an exciting and expressive character, providing a 

striking base for any room and a wide range of interior styles. The authentic 

surface emboss integrates well with accompanying fabrics and furniture 

textures.
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3436 LAUREL DARK OAK

PLANK SIZE: 177 x 1212mm

LAUREL DARK OAK

The rich wood tones found in Laurel Dark Oak are the ideal choice for 

timeless design schemes that will look fantastic for years to come. 

Combine with warm furnishings, textiles and bright pop colours for a 

fresh contemporary ambiance.
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3437 SMOKE LIMED OAK

PLANK SIZE: 177 x 1212mm

SMOKE LIMED OAK

The true natural beauty of grey oak planks has swiftly become a classic 

design. Blurring the lines between old and new has never been more 

stylish, evoked in the large plank and authentic grain of Smoke Limed Oak.
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3441 WHITE LIMED OAK

PLANK SIZE: 146 x 907mm

WHITE LIMED OAK

The detail and realism of this floor design not only looks amazing but is 

also practical and durable.  The subtle tones and strongly marked variation 

in White Limed Oak can also be emphasised by pairing up with other 

wood plank designs.

Featured with Grey Mountain Ash
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3438 TAN LIMED OAK

PLANK SIZE: 177 x 1212mm

TAN LIMED OAK

Effortlessly beautiful this distinctive weathered wood with its warming 

brown tones and highlights will give any room a classic finish. Tan Limed 

Oak features authentically reproduced wood grains and knots, whilst 

giving you the durability of vinyl flooring. 
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3427 GREY MOUNTAIN ASH

PLANK SIZE: 146 x 907mm

GREY MOUNTAIN ASH

The cool tones and modern design of Grey Mountain Ash is the perfect 

accompaniment to contemporary interiors. Combine this slimmer plank 

design with rich brights or monochrome tones for a striking impact.
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STONE
Expertly combining the natural textures, tonal variations and depth of character 

found in rock formations, the Camaro Loc collection of stone finishes evokes a 

sense of luxury that will bring any home interior to life.
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CLASSIC YORKSTONE

3455 CLASSIC 
YORKSTONE

TILE SIZE: 298 x 603mm

The structure of Classic Yorkstone 

features a variety of minerals and 

veining, which are authentically 

replicated here using subtle and warm 

tones. This classic tile is ideal for more 

traditional home interiors and can be 

combined with other classic flooring 

including wood.

Featured with Summer Maple 
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GREY FLAGSTONE

3452 GREY FLAGSTONE

TILE SIZE: 298 x 603mm

The cool grey and subtle metallic 

undertones in these sleek Grey 

Flagstone tiles look great in fresh, 

modern interiors, laid in a traditional 

brickwork design. 
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BLACK SHADOW SLATE

3453 BLACK 
SHADOW SLATE

TILE SIZE: 298 x 603mm

Slate designs continue to be a firm 

favourite within home interiors, and 

with Black Shadow Slate it’s easy to 

see why. The subtle movements and 

tonal variations in the tiles design 

creates depth and authentic textures, 

whilst the colour blends beautifully 

with other flooring materials and 

interior styles.

Featured with Grey Flagstone



THE COLLECTION
The Camaro Loc collection has been developed with today’s home interior trends in mind, encompasses 

a wide range of natural designs to suit a host of interior spaces. Whether you are creating a traditional, 

classic interior or a bright modern space, the choice of Camaro Loc floor coverings offers inspiration and 

brings an authentic, natural beauty to your home.
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The R values shown denote a ramp test result, which is an ex-factory measure of slip resistance. 

For safety flooring with sustainable wet slip resistance, refer to the Expona Control PUR or the Polysafe ranges. 

Micro bevel
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THE COLLECTION

3429 SUMMER MAPLE 146 x 907mm 177 x 1212mm

177 x 1212mm 177 x 1212mm

146 x 907mm 298 x 603mm

146 x 907mm

146 x 907mm 146 x 907mm

177 x 1212mm 146 x 907mm

177 x 1212mm 298 x 603mm

177 x 1212mm 298 x 603mm

3437 SMOKE LIMED OAK

3442 EVERGREEN OAK 3438 TAN LIMED OAK

3432 RICH VALLEY OAK 3452 GREY FLAGSTONE

3446 VINTAGE TIMBER 3453 BLACK SHADOW SLATE

3431 APPLE TREE 3441 WHITE LIMED OAK

3443 BUTTERNUT OAK 3427 GREY MOUNTAIN ASH

3439 HICKORY OAK 3455 CLASSIC YORKSTONE

3436 LAUREL DARK OAK

It’s worth remembering that if you see a colour you 

like you can order a free sample through our 

dedicated samples department at 

polyflor.com/samples or on +44 (0)161 767 2551

With regard to colour printing, it is only possible to give a provisional representation of the colour. For colour selection, an original sample should be 

used which we shall be pleased to supply. The stone effect tiles may include variation in markings to replicate the natural material and the wood effect 

products may contain knots or markings.
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FLOORCARE
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We want your new Camaro Loc floor to continue to look as good as the first day it was installed, so to help you 

achieve this we have included the following floorcare guidelines. Each product in the Camaro Loc collection 

features a polyurethane surface treatment providing protection against everyday wear, ensuring optimum long-term 

performance of your floor.

Initial cleaning after your new floor has been installed:

 • Sweep or vacuum to prevent loose dirt or grit from scratching the floor.

 • Polishing your floor can be beneficial to help prevent slight surface scratches and to provide further protection.

Day to day cleaning:

 • Sweep or vacuum the floor to remove loose dirt, grit or dust.

 • Use clean mops and neutral cleaning solutions to regularly clean your floor.
  Contact Polyflor for details of approved maintenance products.

 • Dilute the floor cleanser to the manufacturer’s instructions.

 • Mop the floor evenly.

 • Collect any excess liquid in a mop bucket.

 • Rinse the floor with clean water and allow to dry.

Regular cleaning is more beneficial to the floorcovering and is more cost effective than occasional heavy cleaning.

Do: Install barrier mats at entrances to pick up grit and moisture 
 (Note, some rubber-backed mats may discolour the floor).

 Ensure your furniture is fitted with protective pads where necessary to prevent scratches.

 Use protective cups under heavy furniture to prevent indentation.

 Remove spillages as quickly as possible to reduce risk of staining and causing slip hazards.

 Always use clean equipment when maintaining your floor.

 Regularly trim pets claws as these can cause fine scratches.

Don’t: Use abrasive liquids or metal scouring pads as these can damage the floor.

 Clean the floor with solvents, caustic detergents, washing up liquids, soap powders, bleach, 
 furniture polishes, petroleum based products, pine gels, stain removers or highly coloured products. 
 Such products may make the floor slippery or cause permanent damage.

 Drag furniture with unprotected feet across the floor.

10 Year Product Guarantee
The Camaro Loc collection of interlocking vinyl tiles has been developed to meet the highest technical specification of its 

type. Ideal for all areas of the home, the products ensure high performance and optimum style. In addition, Camaro Loc is 

suitable for moderate commercial applications such as light traffic areas within hotels, conference rooms and small offices. 

Compared with many natural flooring options, Camaro Loc will under normal conditions resist household stains, will 

not crack, chip or splinter. The manufacturers of Camaro Loc are confident that their high quality products will provide 

many years of valuable service. All products purchased from the range are guaranteed for 10 years against normal wear and tear in the recommended 

environment, provided that they have been fitted correctly by a professional flooring installer and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Full terms and conditions of the guarantee are available on request from your flooring wholesaler or Polyflor Ltd. 

GUARANTEE

If you require any further information please contact Polyflor Customer Technical Services on +44 (0)161 767 1912, or email tech@polyflor.com.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Characteristics Standards CAMARO LOC

General performance EN 649 / EN ISO 10582 Heterogeneous, PVC

Total weight EN 430 / EN ISO 23997 7,025 g/m
2 

Performance classification EN 685 / EN ISO 10874 23 / 31 

Gauge EN 428 / EN ISO 24346 4.0mm 

Wear Layer EN 429 / EN ISO 24340 0.3mm 

Packaging and plank sizes EN 427 / EN ISO 24342 15 @  145.6 x 906.6mm = 1.98m
2

(excluding tongue & groove)  9   @  177.4 x 1212.4mm = 1.94m
2

Packaging and tile sizes EN 427 / EN ISO 24342 11  @  298.0 x 602.8mm = 1.98m
2

(excluding tongue & groove) 

Surface Treatment  PU

Residual indentation EN 433 / EN ISO 24343-1 ≤0.05mm  

Abrasion resistance EN 649 Group T

 EN ISO 10582 Type I 

Dimensional stability EN 434 / EN ISO 23999  ≤0.1% 

Colour fastness to artificial light* EN ISO 105-B02 level ≥ 6 method A

Behaviour to fire EN 13501-1 Bfl - S1

Slip resistance** EN 13893 Class DS (dry condition)

  DIN 51130 R10

  AS/NZS 4586 R10

  For safety flooring with sustainable wet slip resistance, refer to 
 Expona Control PUR or the Polysafe ranges

Chemical resistance EN 423 / EN ISO 26987 ***

Castor chair suitability EN 425 / ISO 4918 yes, type W, EN 12 529 

Underfloor heating suitability EN 1264-2 Suitable, max 27°C    

Electrostatic properties when walked on EN 1815 <2kV

VOC emissions Indoor Air Comfort Gold Eurofins certified product 

 AgBB Very low emissions 

Responsible Sourcing BES 6001 Very Good

 SA 8000 Approved Factory 

Environmentally preferable flooring Polyflor Camaro Loc achieves a BRE Global Environmental A+ rating
 Camaro Loc is 100% recyclable and contains average 40% recycled material
 Recyclable via the Recofloor scheme.  Visit www.polyflor.com/environment

Applications Camaro Loc is ideally suited for all residential interiors as well as moderate 
 commercial areas

 

* We recommend that adequate UV protection be taken against products being installed in direct sunlight as fading may occur.

**  For clarification regarding slip resistance, consult Polyflor.      

***  Resistant depending on concentration and time of exposure. In case of increased impact of oils, grease, 

 acids, alkalis and other aggressive chemicals, please contact us.       

Camaro Loc is part of the new generation of luxury vinyl 
design flooring offering the patented LOC system.
 
●	 Adhesive free 
●	 Quick and easy to install 
●	 Ideal for all areas of the home 
●	 Suitable for moderate commercial use



FIRST CLASS INSTALLATION
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To ensure your new floorcovering continues to perform year after year, together with our floorcare guidelines on 

page 44 we also recommend that all our Camaro Loc designs are fitted by a professional flooring installer, over a 

suitable interlocking vinyl flooring underlay such as Polyflor’s Vinyl Loc Underlay. Designed to prevent the planks 

sliding or becoming damaged due to uneven subfloors, our Vinyl Loc Underlay also acts as a shock-absorber when 

walked across and reduces the impact sound transmitted through neighbouring rooms. It is also suitable for use 

over underfloor heating due to its low thermal resistance, giving you a floorcovering that is stable, even, quiet and 

comfortable for your whole family to walk on.

GENERAL INFORMATION

When installing Camaro Loc always follow current standards for the 
installation of floorcoverings , also best current installation practice 
incorporating the latest technical developments should be employed.

The preparation of the subfloor, the installation of the floor-covering 
and the measures taken to safeguard value are key factors in ensuring 
optimum suitability and performance of resilient floorcoverings.

On receipt of materials, check that colours correspond to those 
ordered and that there is no damage or visual defects in the material. 

In particular, check that the material is from one batch. Claims for 
visual defects can only be accepted prior to installation and cutting.

PREPARATION OF SUBFLOORS

Camaro Loc can be laid on mineral subfloors prepared in accordance 
with accepted trade standards. It must be clean, durable, permanently 
dry and flat. It can be laid directly on existing floor coverings of 
ceramic, vinyl and linoleum as long as they are clean, flat and there 
is no dampness under the floor-covering. It can be laid over wooden 
floors, floorboards and chipwood floors as long as they are flat, firmly 
fastened and free of protruding nails etc. 

In the case of underfloor heating consult Polyflor for detailed 
instructions. 
Joints in the subfloor must be evened out. The flooring can be laid on 
underlay with a slightly adhesive surface suitable for Camaro Loc.

Existing installed carpeting or needle-punched felt is unsuitable as 
a base for the installation of floating flooring. This will need to be 
removed first.

In installations where underfloor heating is used, current standards 
should be followed. 
Maximum working temperature on the surface of the flooring is 
27°C.

Residual moisture content:
Cement screed  max. 2.0 CM %
With underfloor heating  1.8 CM %
Anhydrite floor  max. 0.5 CM %
With underfloor heating   0.3 CM %

INSTALLATION

The parcels of flooring must be protected against dirt and moisture 
during storage and installation. The climatic conditions must be 
observed as follows:

Floor temperature  > 15°C 
Room temperature > 18°C 
Relative humidity  < 50–60%

Prior to laying the floor, place the closed packages  of material that is 
to be installed into the room in which it is to be installed for 48 hours 
so the material can acclimatise itself. The closed packages must not 
be stacked greater than 5 high. 

COMPLETION WORK

The floor covering can be walked on directly after it is installed.  
Remove all the spacers and wedges. Edge expansion gaps should be 
covered using suitable skirting or scotia; when doing so, ensure that 
this is not fastened into the floor itself.

Install the suitable system profiles. Areas where the skirting and the 
profiles do not meet can be sealed off using permanently-joint 
compound.

INSTRUCTIONS

During storage and installation the room temperature should be 20°C 
(minimum 15°C) and have a relative humidity of 50–60%. In the event 
of extended deviations from the aforementioned room conditions 
(< 30% or > 80% for relative humidity or temperatures of < 10°C or 
> 30°C) a change in the dimensions, gap formation, etc is a typical 
characteristic for this kind of product.

A. Make sure that an expansion gap is kept 
of at least 4mm to the walls as well as to all 
fixed components (doorframes, heating 
pipes etc.). In the case of room sizes over 
10m x 10m, suitable expansion profiles must 
be inserted.    

B. The boards are laid without glue/adhesive. 
Start to lay the floor in the left-hand corner 
of the room. The first board is aligned while 
observing the minimum distances to the 
wall. The second board and further boards 
are locked in place at the ends. While doing 
this, ensure that the long sides are not 
misaligned.  
It is advisable to check this by placing a left-
over piece alongside them. Further rows of 

boards must be offset by at least 30cm to the 
short edge joints of the previous rows. 
Subsequent boards are locked together as  
described in B and are locked into place as a  
complete row in the grooves on the long 
sides of the boards in the previous row.

C. When cutting the last row of boards 
ensure a 4mm expansion gap is left. A pull 
bar will be needed to tap the boards into 
position. When complete, remove any 
spacers, cut any PE foil flush with the top of 
the boards and fit skirting boards or scotias. 
Ensure the skirting boards do not restrict the 
movement of the flooring.

D. Heating pipes and recesses must be sawn, 
cut or drilled into the elements for heating 

pipes, taking the expansion spacing of 4mm 
into consideration. 
Rosettes are used for covering.

E. Wooden doorframes can be shortened.  
Take the necessary expansion spacing 
of at least 4mm under the doorframe 
into account. The elements’ freedom of 
movement may not be impaired through 
shortening the frames. If doorframes are not 
shortened an expansion gap of at least 4mm 
is to be kept. 

F. When laying in several rooms, separate the 
surfaces in the door or passage areas. These 
and the crossovers to other floor coverings 
must be covered using the suitable system 
profiles. 

INSTALLATION GUIDE

A B C D E F

Professional flooring installation recommended

Vinyl LOC Underlay is supplied in a convenient box

Planks simply LOC together

Underlay prevents planks slipping and reduces impact sound by 19dB
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Australia

Polyflor Australia

Tel: +61 3 9215 4400

Tel: 1800 777 425

E-mail: sales@polyflor.com.au

Canada

Polyflor Canada Inc.

Tel: +1 905 364 3000

E-mail: sales@polyflor.ca

China

Polyflor Hong Kong

Tel: +(852) 2865 0101

E-mail: anthonylam@polyflor.com.hk

France

James Halstead France SAS

Tel: +33 (0) 8 20 20 32 11

E-mail: info@jhfrance.fr

Germany

objectflor Art und Design Belags GmbH

Tel: +49 (0) 2236 966 330

E-mail: info@objectflor.de

India

Polyflor India Pvt Ltd	

Tel: +91  99 6757 0985

E-mail: info@polyflor.co.in

Ireland

Polyflor Ireland

Tel: +353 (1) 864 9304

E-mail: salesireland@polyflor.com

New	Zealand

Polyflor New Zealand

Tel: +64 9 269 1111

Tel: 0800 765 935

E-mail: sales@polyflor.co.nz

Norway

Polyflor Nordic

Tel: +47 23 00 84 00

E-mail: firmapost@polyflor.no

Poland

Polflor Sp. Z o.o.

Tel: +48 (0) 61 820 3155

E-mail: polyflor@polflor.com.pl

Russia

Polyflor Contract Ltd

Tel: +7 (812) 332 42 02

E-mail: info@polyflor.ru

South	Africa

Poly Sales Africa (Pty.) Ltd

Tel: +27 11 609 3500

E-mail: info@polyflor.co.za

Sweden

FalckDesign AB

Tel: +46 (0) 300 15820

E-mail: info@falckdesign.com

United	Arab	Emirates

Polyflor Middle East

Tel: +971 4 349 1078

E-mail: espm@eim.ae 
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POLYFLOR LTD.  PO BOX 3  RADCLIFFE NEW ROAD  WHITEFIELD  MANCHESTER  M45 7NR  UK 

UK SALES DIRECT:  +44 (0)161 767 1122  

UK SAMPLE REQUESTS:  +44 (0)161 767 2551 

EXPORT SALES DIRECT: +44 (0)161 767 191 3  

UK FAX:  +44 (0)161 767 1128

EXPORT FAX:  +44 (0)161 767 1166

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: +44 (0)161 767 1912

RECEPTION:  +44 (0)161 767 1111

E-MAIL:  INFO@POLYFLOR.COM

wEbSITE: www.POLYFLOR.COM
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